Influence of temporal fluctuations of both electron density and external magnetic field fluctuations on scattered ordinary and extraordinary waves in magnetized plasma is investigated using the ray-(optics) method. Transport equation for frequency fluctuations of scattered radiation has been derived. Broadening of the spatial power spectrum and amplification of the intensity of frequency fluctuation taking into account geometry of the task and the features of turbulent magnetized plasma is analyzed for the anisotropic Gaussian correlation function using the remote sensing data. It is shown that spatial-temporal fluctuations of electron density and external magnetic field, anisotropy and angle of inclination of prolate irregularities relative to the external magnetic field may lead to the exponential amplification of the intensity of frequency fluctuations of scattered electromagnetic waves in the collisional magnetized plasma.
Introduction
Many papers are devoted to the theoretical investigation and observations of statistical characteristics of scattered radiation in the ionosphere [1, 2] . The geomagnetic field plays a key role in the dynamics of plasma in the ionosphere and irregularities have different spatial scales usually elongating in the direction of an external magnetic field. Investigation of statistical moments in randomly inhomogeneous magnetized plasma is of a great practical importance. Scintillation effects and the angleof-arrival of scattered electromagnetic waves by anisotropic collision magnetized ionospheric plasma slab for both power-law and anisotropic Gaussian correlation functions of electron density fluctuations were investigated analytically [3] in the complex geometrical optics approximation on the basis of stochastic eikonal equation and numerically [4] by statistical simulation using the Monte Carlo method. Second order statistical moments of scattered electromagnetic waves in the ionospheric plasma at random variations of geomagnetic field magnitude in the ray-(optics) approximation were considered in [5] and the influence of directional fluctuations of an external magnetic field by the perturbation method in [6] . The Stokes parameters and the Faraday angle of scattered ordinary and extraordinary waves by magnetized plasma slab were calculated in [7] . In these papers fluctuating plasma parameters were random functions only of spatial coordinates. The influence of temporal fluctuations of both electron density and external magnetic field on scattered ordinary and extraordinary waves in turbulent collisional magnetized plasma has not been considered till now. These fluctuations in absorptive medium can lead to the amplification of frequency of scattered radiation. Conditions of the exponential amplification caused due to electron density and external magnetic field fluctuations are obtained in geometrical optics approximation.
Geometrical optics approximation imposes well-known restrictions on the distance traveled by the wave in inhomogeneous medium. Build-up effect of fluctuations of wave parameters is revealed most vividly at great distances from a source. Regular absorption in a nonstationary medium leads to the fluctuations growing with distance from the power law to the exponential one [8] . Therefore investigation of waves having different nature propagating in a smoothly inhomogeneous nonstationary medium is of interest. In Section 2 the dispersion equation of the complex phase and stochastic differential equation for phase fluctuations are derived at spatialtemporal fluctuations of electron density and external magnetic field fluctuations in collisionless magnetized plasma. The solution satisfies the boundary condition. Second order statistical moment-broadening of the spatial (angular) power spectrum (SPS) of scattered electromagnetic waves by turbulent magnetized plasma slab is obtained for arbitrary correlation functions of randomly varying plasma parameters. In Section 3 transfer equation for the frequency fluctuations in collisional magnetized plasma is derived taking into account temporal fluctuations of both turbulent magnetized plasma parameters and external magnetic field, and anisotropy factors of ionospheric irregularities. Second order statistical moment of the frequency fluctuations has been calculated. The influence of weak absorption on the growing of the variance of frequency fluctuations characterizing broadening of the spectrum of scattered radiation is analyzed. Numerical calculations are carried out in Section 4 for anisotropic Gaussian correlation function including anisotropy factor of electron density inhomogeneities and the angle of inclination of prolate irregularities with respect to the geomagnetic field using experimental data. Conclusion is given in Section 5.
Formulation of the Problem
Electric field E satisfies nonstationary wave equation:
where ij  is the second rank tensor [9] : is the angular gyrofrequency for the magnetic field, 0 H is the strength of an external magnetic field directing along the z axis, c is the speed of light in the vacuum.
In ray-(optics) approximation [10] substituting
r   in the Equation (1) and taking into account that phase fluctuations substantially exceed amplitude fluctuations, we obtain the dispersion equation for the complex phase: 
Using the perturbation method electron density and external magnetic field we present as the sum of constant mean and small fluctuating terms, which are random functions of the spatial coordinates and time
or permittivity tensor is the sum of
Hence, the phase has the regular 
,  is the angle between the imposed magnetic field and the direction of a wave vector of the incident wave. For collisionless magnetized plasma the refractive index is given [9] as:
sign "+" corresponds to the ordinary wave, sign "-" devoted to the extraordinary wave. After linearization of Equation (2) the real part of regular phase coincides with the expression obtaining in [5] for collisionless magnetized plasma and the solution of the task reduces to the calculation of the determinant:
In a zeroth approximation at θ = 0˚ for the refractive index of the collisionless magnetized plasma we obtain the well-known expression [9]    
exp ,
where 
for two-dimensional spectral density of the phase fluctuations we obtain:
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. Solving this equation and taking into account the boundary condition , for the phase fluctuation we have:
, , 2  2  2 2  2  2  0 0  3  2 0  1  1  2  2  2  0  3  3  0  0   2  2  0  2  0 3  1  2  4  3  0   , , , are the arbitrary correlation functions of electron density and external magnetic field fluctuations. Particularly, in the absence of an external magnetic field, at θ = 0˚ (quasi-longitudinal propagation of waves), 0     (one receiving antenna), for the isotropic Gaussian correlation function of electron density fluctuations (not taking into account temporal pulsations of plasma parameters), we obtain the well-known expression for the variance of the phase fluctuations 2 2 2 2 1 00 n
 is the variance of electron density fluctuations. Knowledge of the phase correlation function allows us to calculate other statistical characteristics of scattered electromagnetic waves, particularly SPS which is equivalent to the ray intensity (brightness) in radiation transfer equation [10, 11] . It can be obtained by Fourier transformation from the correlation function of scattered field and has a Gaussian form for strong fluctuations of the phase [14] :
where 0 is the amplitude of spectral curve, 
Transfer Equation for Frequency Fluctuations in Weakly Absorptive Turbulent Magnetized Plasma
At waves propagation in the atmosphere besides the amplitude and phase fluctuations we are also interested in the frequency fluctuations as far as they impose definite restrictions on the measurements accuracies. In contactless diagnostics of nonstationary plasma the most important is the temporal spectrum of a scattered wave. , ,
Consider the simplest case of quasi-longitudinal propagation of waves (θ = 0˚) in collisional magnetized plasma with , 2  2 2  2  2  2  0 0  1  1  2  1  2  1  0   2  2  0  3  4  1  4  0   , , , , , ,
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where  is the observation time, 
The variance of the frequency fluctuations of scattered electromagnetic waves 
where
Estimations show that at big distances L the expression Hence, in general, intensity of the frequency fluctuations 2 1  of scattered ordinary and extraordinary waves depends on: 1) the geometry of the task (thickness of a turbulent collisional magnetized plasma slab, angle of an incident wave on the slab boundary, angle between the wave vectors of an incident wave and external magnetic field); 2) characteristic spatial-temporal scales of both electron density (taking into account anisotropy factor and the angle of inclination of prolate irregularities with respect to the external magnetic field) and external magnetic field fluctuations; 3) absorption caused by collision of electrons with other plasma particles. On the other hand, correlation function of frequency fluctuations is calculated as:
where x  is the distance between observation points in the plane perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation,  is the angle between the direction of drift velocity 0 of frozen irregularities and vector V ρ . In this case, correlation function of frequency fluctuations is anisotropic due to the presence of the wind direction even at isotropic correlation function of phase fluctua-
where 0i and h T are characteristic spatial and temporal scales of an external magnetic field fluctuations. As far as scalar and solenoid vector fields are statistically independent [12] , investigation of statistical characteristics of scattered electromagnetic waves would be carried out independently from electron density pulsations and external magnetic field fluctuations. Broadening of the spatial spectrum is the same for both waves beginning from 50
Phase portraits of the normalized correlation function of scattered radiation, caused by temporal pulsations of an external magnetic field in the polar coordinate system are given in Figures 3 and 4 at normal incidence of wave (θ = 0˚) at can be written as:
It also considers anisotropic properties of prolate irregularities relative external magnetic field. 
Conclusions
In the complex geometrical optics approximation on the basis of stochastic tensor wave equation the peculiarities of the influence spatial-temporal fluctuations of both electron density and external magnetic field on statistical characteristics of the ordinary and extraordinary waves scattered in the turbulent magnetized plasma are studied. Linearized stochastic differential equation is obtained for phase fluctuation and second order statistical moments of phase fluctuation are calculated for arbitrary correlation functions of electron density and external magnetic field fluctuations. Numerical calculations are carried out for anisotropic Gaussian correlation functions of fluctuating plasma parameters using experimental data. The amplification conditions of the intensity of frequency fluctuation are obtained taking into account geometry of the task and the features of turbulent magnetized plasma. It is shown that weak absorptive nonstationary plasma, anisotropy and angle of inclination of prolate irregularities relative to the external magnetic field may lead to the exponential amplification of the intensity of frequency fluctuations of scattered electromagnetic waves. Simultaneous presence of both nonstationary and absorption lead to fast broadening of the spectrum of scattered radiation.
Statistical characteristics of scattered waves depend on correlation properties of temporal parameters of a chaotically inhomogeneous medium, dispersion law and waves type. It should be noted that the obtained results are valid on the distances from the source where amplitude fluctuations of the wave are small. However, in many cases phase characteristics of scattered electromagnetic waves calculated by the smooth perturbation method are correct in the region of strong fluctuations as well, and therefore there are the reasons to hope that these formulas will have wide application in the ionospheric plasma, in nonstationary media with different dispersion law, particularly in semiconductor plasma and ferrites. A new "compensation effect" connected with the oblique incidence of wave on a magnetized plasma slab and the influence of spatial-temporal fluctuations of both electron density (power-law model of the correlation function) and external magnetic field on the transfer equation of frequency fluctuation of the ordinary and extraordinary waves in collisional magnetized plasma will be considered in a separate paper.
